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Abstract: Information contained in the studbook of the endangered Mallorquí horse was analysed to
assess the genetic variability of the breed. Also, the effect of selection for coat colour variation was assessed
using a set of 15 microsatellites genotyped on 68 Mallorquí reproductive individuals previously diagnosed
for the presence of the chestnut allele on the melanocortin-1 receptor gene. Mean inbreeding for the whole
pedigree (310 individuals) was 2.5% while that for the individuals born during the last three years of recording
(reference population) was 4.7%. Only 70% of all the founders have genetic representation in the reference
population. A comparison of the parameters such as effective number of founders, effective number of
ancestors and founder genome equivalents documented that the losses of founder genes occurred very soon
after the implementation of conservation strategies. The parameter F IS computed from genealogical information was positive (0.029) for the whole population and negative (–0.024) for the reference population, thus
illustrating the effort of the Mallorquí horse breeders to avoid matings between relatives in later generations.
A total of 14 individuals were heterozygotes for the chestnut allele (allele frequency of 10.6%). The rejection
for reproduction of the chestnut heterozygote individuals would not affect the overall gene diversity of the
population. However, the total allelic richness would decrease both at the within-subpopulation (1.2%) and
total contribution level (0.4%). The chestnut heterozygote individuals are a within-breed reservoir of rare
alleles that should be preserved to avoid risks for the future viability of the breed.
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The Mallorquí breed is an extremely endangered horse population bred in the Mallorca Island
(Balearic Islands, Spain). Probably related with the
also endangered Menorquí horse and the extinct
Catalonian horse, the Mallorquí population suffered a dramatic bottleneck during the second half
of the 20th century due to the import into the island
of Spanish Arab, Spanish Purebred and, particularly, Trotter horses (Llamas et al., 1992; Azor et
al., 2007). A recovery programme started in the
late 1980’s using 5 stallions and 18 mares. The first
Supported by Grant No. MICIN-INIA RZ2008-00010.
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official studbook was published in 1993. The limited size of the founder population quickly made
it impossible to plan matings between unrelated
individuals thus affecting the genetic variability of
the breed.
Inbred matings caused an increase in the frequency of occurrence of individuals showing recessive chestnut coat colour (see Royo et al., 2008
and Thiruvenkadan et al., 2008 for reviews on the
coat colour inheritance). Since the only coat colour allowed in the Mallorquí breed studbook is
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solid black, breeders implemented mating policies
avoiding the use for reproduction of individuals
suspicious to be carriers of the chestnut allele. This
actually means a reduction in the number of the
individuals available for reproduction, therefore
affecting the viability of the population.
There is an increasing interest in the assessment
of the genetic diversity in livestock populations (see
as recent examples Li et al., 2008 and Kusza et al.,
2009). This is particularly true in small horse populations (Royo et al., 2007; Avdi and Banos, 2008). In
this research the genealogical information recorded
in the Mallorquí horse studbook is analysed to ascertain the genetic variability of the breed. Also, a
representative sample of reproductive individuals
was genotyped for a set of microsatellites and diagnosed for the presence of the recessive chestnut
allele. Losses of genetic variability due to the rejection for reproduction of the individuals carrying
the chestnut allele were quantified. Consequences
for the conservation programme of the breed are
discussed.

Material and Methods
Genealogical analyses
Genealogical information recorded in the Mallorquí horse studbook from its foundation to
December 2007 was obtained from the breeders
association (AECABMA), comprising 310 individuals (154 males). In order to characterise the present
genetic variability of the breed, individuals born
in the period 2005–2007 (66) were used as reference population. Those individuals with no known
parents were considered as founders.
The following parameters were computed for
the whole population and for the reference population: equivalent complete generations (g), number
of founders (individuals with no known parents),
effective number of founders (fe), effective number
of ancestors (fa), founder genome equivalents (f g),
computed from the average coancestry of the
populations (Caballero and Toro, 2002), F IS, the
individual inbreeding coefficient (F), the individual
average relatedness coefficient (AR). Generation
length (and standard error) was computed for the
whole dataset. These parameters are described
elsewhere (Goyache et al., 2003; Gutiérrez et al.,
2005a; Royo et al., 2007) and were computed using the ENDOG v.4.6 programme (Gutiérrez and
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Goyache, 2005). See the ENDOG User’s Guide for
a detailed description of the procedures used.

Molecular analyses
Blood samples from a total of 68 Mallorquí horse
reproductive individuals were obtained. Total DNA
was isolated by standard procedures (Sambrook
et al., 1989). Following previous analyses (Royo et
al., 2007) a set of 15 microsatellites (AHT4, AHT5,
ASB17, ASB2, CA425, HMS1, HMS2, HMS3,
HMS7, HTG4, VHL20, ASB23, HMS6, HTG10 and
HTG7) was analysed in all the sampled individuals.
These markers are among those selected for the
national official parentage test in Spanish horse
breeds (Bouzada et al., 2008). The PCR products
were electrophoretically separated using an ABI
PRISM™ 310 DNA sequencer (Perkin Elmer). Allele
sizes were scored against the genScan-500 LIZ size
standard (Perkin Elmer) using the GeneMapper™
Software v3.7 (Applied Biosystem).
The presence of two chestnut alleles reported
in the literature (Marklund et al., 1996; Wagner
and Reissmann, 2000) on the melanocortin-1 receptor gene (MC1r; locus Extension) was tested
using the RT-PCR protocol described in Royo et al.
(2008). The PCR assays were performed by means
of the iCycler iQ Real-Time PCR Detection System
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) using optically clear PCR plates and sealing films (Bio-Rad
Laboratories). Primers and dual-labelled allelespecific oligonucleotide probes were designed by
Beacon Designer software version 2.0 (Bio-Rad,
Barcelona, Spain) and synthesized by SigmaGenosys (Haverhill, UK) and Eurogentec (Liege,
Belgium).
The microsatellites used were described computing the number of alleles per locus, expected
heterozygosity (He) and polymorphic informative
content (PIC) using the MolKin programme (current version v3.0; Gutiérrez et al., 2005b). Also, the
parameter F IS was computed at the marker level
according to Weir and Cockerham (1984), using
the GENEPOP v1.2 programme (Raymond and
Rousset, 1995).
For descriptive purposes, the following parameters characterising genetic diversity were computed at the whole population level using also the
programme MolKin: observed heterozygosity, Nei’s
(1987) gene diversity (GD, i.e. expected heterozygosity) and F IS (Nei, 1987). Additionally, molecular
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coancestry (f; Caballero and Toro, 2002) and molecular mean kinship (Mk; i.e. the average molecular
coancestry of each individual with the rest of the
population; Gutiérrez et al., 2005b) were computed
at the individual level and, when necessary averaged for the whole genotyped population or for
each carrier subpopulation.
Losses of diversity arising when Mallorquí individuals carrying the chestnut allele were rejected for reproduction were assessed according to
Caballero and Toro (2002) and Petit et al. (1998)
using also the MolKin programme. The Caballero
and Toro (2002) methodology uses as criterion the
maintenance of the maximum overall Nei’s (1987)
gene diversity in a population (see formula (5) of
Caballero and Toro, 2002, and the MolKin’s Users’
Guide). Briefly, average GD of a population depends
on the within-subpopulation coancestry and the
between-subpopulations Nei’s minimum distance
(1987). This allows to separate the contributions
to the total GD due to the within-subpopulation
diversity (f ii) and the between-subpopulations genetic distance, being:
GDT = GDW + GDB
where:
GDT = total contribution to GD
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GDW = contribution to the within-subpopulation diversity

GDB = contribution to the between-subpopulations diversity

Petit et al. (1998) used Hurlbert’s (1971) rarefacted (i.e. corrected for sampling size) number of
alleles per locus (k) to asses the contribution of the
ith subpopulation to the total allelic richness as:
kTg – kTg\1
Ctg (i) = –––––––––
kTg – 1
where:
kTg

kTg\1

= Hurlbert’s (1971) estimator of the total allelic richness
in the whole analysed population

= estimator of the total allelic richness when the ith
subpopulation is excluded

The contribution to total allelic richness of a subpopulation due to its divergence can be obtained
as:

(

kig – kSg\i
1 –––––––––
Ctg (i) = –––
n
kTg – 1

)

and the contribution of this subpopulation due
to its own allelic richness (C Dg (i))simply by the difference
C Dg (i) = C Tg (i) – C Sg (i)

Table 1. Genealogical parameters characterising genetic variability in the whole Mallorquí horse population and in
the reference population defined
Parameter
Total number of animals

whole

reference

310

66

Animals with unknown parents (founders)

27

19

Mean inbreeding (F)1

2.5

4.7

10.1

11.2

Equivalent complete generations (g)

1.8

2.4

Effective number of founder animals (fe)

13

11

Number of ancestors explaining 100%

26

25

Number of ancestors explaining 50%

5

4

Effective number of ancestors (fa)

12

11

Founder genome equivalents (fg)

10

7

FIS

0.029

Mean average relatedness (AR)1

1

Population

in percentage

458

–0.024
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Results
The main genealogical parameters characterising
the genetic variability in the Mallorquí horse breed
are given in Table 1. The mean F of the reference
population (4.7%) was roughly a double of that of
the whole population (2.5%) as a result of cumulated
generations (4.7 equivalent generations vs. 2.5 for
the whole dataset). However, the mean AR values
were very close: 11.2% for the younger individuals
and 10.2% for the whole pedigree. Only 70% of all
founders have genetic representation in the reference population. Although the effective numbers
of founders and ancestors are roughly the same, the
parameter founder genome equivalents (f g) took a
lower value in the reference population (7) than
in the whole dataset (10). The mean generation
interval for the breed was 11.1 (±0.4) years. The
parameter FIS was positive for the whole population
and negative for the reference population.
Table 2 gives information on the polymorphism
of the genotyped markers. Twelve out of 15 markers had 6 or more alleles per locus and 14 and 13
markers had, respectively, expected heterozygosity
and PIC values above 0.6. Overall, the microsatellite
set typed can be considered useful to obtain sound
assessments of genetic diversity.
Observed and expected heterozygosities for the
genotyped population were 0.753 and 0.723, respectively. The parameter F IS computed from microsatellite information was –0.055. Across loci,
103 different alleles were identified.
A total of 14 individuals (3 males and 11 females)
were heterozygotes for the chestnut allele (allele
frequency of 10.6%) identified by Marklund et al.
(1996). The chestnut allele identified by Wagner and
Reissmann (2000) was not present in the genotyped
population. Across microsatellite loci, 100 different alleles were identified in the homozygous black
subpopulation while only 83 were identified in the
chestnut heterozygote subpopulation. Average Mk
within the heterozygote subpopulation was lower
than in the non-carrier subpopulation (0.266 vs.
0.279) showing that, as a whole, the heterozygote
genotypes are less represented in the Mallorquí
horse genetic background.
Table 3 gives the losses of Nei’s gene diversity
and rarefacted allelic richness occurring after the
removal of the chestnut heterozygote subpopulation. This would resemble a scenario in which
heterozygous individuals were rejected for reproduction. Note that positive contributions to
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Table 2. Number of alleles per marker (n), chromosome
location (Chr), gene diversity (GD, i.e. expected heterozygosity), polymorphic informative content (PIC), and
F IS values per marker in the analysed dataset
Marker

n

Chr

GD

PIC

FIS

AHT4

8

24

0.824

0.800

–0.010

AHT5

5

8

0.753

0.709

–0.086

ASB17

6

2

0.579

0.518

0.042

ASB2

8

15

0.658

0.622

–0.051

CA425

8

28

0.768

0.731

–0.098

HMS1

6

1

0.576

0.532

0.049

HMS2

7

10

0.733

0.689

–0.0673

HMS3

7

9

0.781

0.752

–0.047

HMS7

7

1

0.745

0.704

0.040

HTG4

6

4

0.804

0.775

–0.054

VHL20

8

30

0.738

0.707

–0.029

ASB23

8

3

0.706

0.659

0.090

HMS6

4

4

0.643

0.568

–0.106

HTG10

10

21

0.826

0.804

–0.008

HTG7

5

4

0.714

0.659

–0.146

diversity assessed by Caballero and Toro’s (2002)
method mean that the remaining dataset increases the overall diversity and, consequently,
the assessed population would not be preferred
for conservation. On the contrary, positive contributions to diversity assessed by Petit’s et al.
(1998) method mean that the remaining dataset
has a lower number of alleles than the original one
and, therefore, the assessed population would be
preferred for conservation. The removal of the
chestnut heterozygote individuals increased the
gene diversity of the remaining population at the
between–subpopulations level (–1.4%) leading to
the negative total contribution to gene diversity
(–1.1%). Contributions of the chestnut heterozygote individuals to allelic richness showed a different pattern: if carrier individuals were rejected
for reproduction, the allelic richness of the remaining population would decrease both at the
within-subpopulation (1.2%) and total contribution level (0.4%). The removal of the homozygote
black subpopulation would decrease the overall
gene diversity to a large extent (–1.4% for the total
contribution) but it would increase the allelic richness of the remaining population (–2.1%).
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Table 3. Losses of diversity (in percentage) assessed by means of Nei’s gene diversity and rarefacted allelic richness, occurring after the removal of the chestnut heterozygote subpopulation; losses arising after the removal of the
homozygote black subpopulation are also given to facilitate the interpretation of the main results
GD

gGDW

gGDB1

gGDT

C W28

CB28

C T28

Chestnut heterozygote

0.716

0.3

–1.4

–1.1

1.2

–0.9

0.4

Homozygote black

0.705

–1.2

–1.4

–2.6

–1.2

–0.9

–2.1

Removed subpopulation

GD = Nei’s gene diversity of the remaining set after excluding the breed; gGDW = contribution to within-population GD;
gGDB = contribution to between-populations GD; gGDT = total contribution to GD; C W28 = contribution to within-population
allelic richness after rarefaction to 28 copies; CB28 = contribution to between-populations allelic richness after rarefaction
to 28 copies; CT28 = total contribution to allelic richness after rarefaction to 28 copies
1
corresponding to Nei’s minimum distance

Discussion
Parameters characterising the concentration of
gene origins show that the viability of the analysed
genetic stock is highly endangered. At the whole
population level, the ratio between f e , f a and f g
with the actual number of founders was 48, 41 and
37%, respectively, showing that roughly 60% of the
founder genes have been lost after the implementation of the purebred matings associated to the
recovery programme of the breed. The close values
for fe,, which accounts for the loss of genetic variability from unequal founder contributions, and fa,
which accounts for the losses of genetic variability
due to bottlenecks, illustrate that losses of founder
genes occurred very soon after the implementation
of conservation strategies. This scenario, which was
previously reported in other highly endangered
livestock breeds (Royo et al., 2007; Álvarez et al.,
2008), is also pointed out by the values of fe and fa
computed for the reference population. These are
basically the same, although the actual number of
founders giving genes to that subpopulation is substantially lower than that for the whole population.
In any case, the parameter f g, which characterises
the genetic diversity in the present population if
the founders were equally represented and had
lost no alleles, had the lower values, particularly
for the reference population. This illustrates that
a dramatic loss of variability may occur when the
present-time younger individuals take the major
role for reproduction.
Genealogical analyses also reflect the effort of
the Mallorquí horse breeders to avoid matings between close relatives. Although the FIS value computed from genealogies for the whole population
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is positive (0.029), that computed for the reference
population is negative (–0.024). Genealogical F IS
characterises the departure of the random mating of a population: negative F IS value means that
the average F value within a population does not
exceed the between-individuals coancestry, thus indicating that matings between relatives are avoided
(Caballero and Toro, 2000; Gutiérrez et al., 2005a;
Álvarez et al., 2008). Moreover, the average AR
values computed for the whole dataset and for the
reference population do not exceed twofold the
value of F. In an ideal scenario with random matings and no population subdivision, AR would be
approximately twofold average inbreeding of the
next generation (Goyache et al., 2003; Gutiérrez
et al., 2003).
The need of avoiding inbreeding has not led to
an exceptional increase in the generation length
in the Mallorquí horse. The generation length
computed for the Mallorquí horse is within the
range recently reported by Cervantes et al. (2009)
for three Spanish horse breeds: 12.0 ± 0.13, 10.1 ±
0.16 and 11.4 ± 0.21 years for Spanish Anglo-Arab,
Hispano-Arab and Spanish Sport horse breeds, respectively. Like the Mallorquí breed, the three listed
breeds are used for saddle. The long generation
intervals usually reported in the horse (see Valera
et al., 2005 for a review) are basically dependent on
its recreational use which is not compatible with
pregnancy and breeding life.
Selection for coat colour could increase the risk
of losses of genetic variability within the Mallorquí
horse breed. The two methods assayed here to
quantify the contributions to total diversity of the
defined subpopulations (Petit et al., 1998; Caballero
and Toro, 2002) are based on variances and may
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consequently yield negative contributions to total
diversity (Ollivier and Foulley, 2005), regardless
they could be interpreted as favourable or not. In
fact, when a group of individuals is removed from
a dataset, the remaining genetic variability could
increase if the genetic background of the removed
individuals is still represented in the conserved
group. From a theoretical point of view (Caballero
and Toro, 2002), the remaining genetic variability
could increase as long as the removed individuals can be substituted by other more appropriate
(diverse) ones. Rejection for reproduction of the
chestnut heterozygote Mallorquí individuals does
not affect the allelic frequencies of the remaining
population to a large extent and, therefore, overall
gene diversity would not be affected and even it
would increase. On the contrary, the present balance of allelic frequencies is highly affected by the
removal of the homozygote black Mallorquí individuals that are roughly 80% of those genotyped.
However, the average number of alleles per locus
would be affected by the removal of the individuals carrying the chestnut allele. Allelic richness is
an important parameter in conservation genetics
because it informs on the long-term evolutionary
potential of a population (Petit et al., 1998). The
rejection for reproduction of the chestnut heterozygote individuals would cause a loss of rare alleles while the removal of the homozygous black
individuals would not (Table 3). These rare alleles
are at a very low frequency at the whole population level (ranging from 0.7 to 1.5%) and, therefore,
their loss would not affect the balance of allelic frequencies assessed by the method of Caballero and
Toro (2002). However, Petit’s et al. (1998) method
assesses the uniqueness of the removed population
with respect the remaining one. Alleles carried by
the homozygous black individuals are also present
in the chestnut heterozygous subpopulation and
their removal does not have any detrimental effects on allelic richness. Overall, results highlight
that the chestnut heterozygote individuals are also
a within-breed reservoir of rare alleles that should
be preserved. In this respect, the implementation
of mating policy aimed to obtain black-coated foals
from the chestnut allele carrier individuals would
be advisable to avoid risks for the future viability
of the breed. In summary, we have characterised
here the genetic scenario in which the conservation
programme of the Mallorquí horse breed is developed. Also, losses of diversity due to mating policies
aimed to homogenize coat colour in the breed have
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been quantified. Although theoretical approaches
show that the maximisation of gene diversity tends
to maximise allelic richness (Caballero and Toro,
2002), methods quantifying diversity based on each
of these parameters do not actually give the same
but complimentary information that may be used in
conservation strategies. A smart use of coat colour
variation has recently been shown to be an interesting tool for the preservation of genetic variability
in a genetic stock (Druml et al., 2009). The implementation of mating policies for the maintenance of
the genetic background represented by the heterozygote chestnut individuals in the Mallorquí horse
breed would be justified.
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